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An Energy Aware Resource Design Model for
Constrained Networks

N. Correia, G. Schütz, A. Mazayev, J. Martins and A. Barradas

Abstract—The Internet of Things (IoT) is expected
to incorporate objects and sensor networks of all
kinds, and in particular constrained sensor networks
where energy consumption is a critical issue. In order
to increase the lifetime of such networks, intelligent
and standard-based solutions should be used. Here
we address this challenge through the use of CoRE
interfaces for resource design. These interfaces allow
the server side to compose/organize resources and
the client side to discover and determine how to
consume such resources, besides allowing decisions to
be easily integrated into the operation of the network.
An energy aware resource design model is proposed,
based on CoRE interfaces, for the design of resources
matching client needs. Based on this model we de-
velop an algorithm that proved to be energy efficient.

Index Terms—Internet of Things, constrained net-
works, energy saving, CoRE interfaces.

I. INTRODUCTION

Sensors can be organized in networks and, as sensor

networks become more and more part of our lives,

better ways to collect data and distribute it over the

network are needed. For this purpose, the Constrained

RESTful Environments (CoRE) working group, within

Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), developed

a Web application transfer protocol called Constraint

Application Protocol (CoAP) [1]. Later, an extension to

CoAP, called Observe, has been proposed to give clients

the ability to observe resource changes [2], [3].

CoRE realizes the Representational State Transfer

(REST) architecture in a suitable form for constrained

nodes. In such environments, CoRE based applications

will most likely need to discover resources hosted by

constrained servers, referred to as CoRE Resource

Discovery [4], [5]. Besides the specification of Web

discovery and linking for constrained environments, a

set of Interface Types for resource design is now on

an ongoing standardization process [6]. These Inter-

face Types allow the server side to compose/organize

resources and the client side to discover and determine

how to consume such resources.

In this article we propose the use of CoRE Interfaces

for energy saving purposes, allowing the lifetime of

sensor networks to increase, and an energy aware
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resource design model is developed. Based on this

model we create an algorithm, for resource design and

resource observation planning, that proved to be en-

ergy efficient. When compared with other approaches

this has the advantage of requiring less control mes-

sages for resource design/reconfiguration and set up of

observations, reducing even more energy consumption,

besides being a standard-based solution.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows.

In Section II the ongoing work on CoRE Interfaces

for resource design is discussed. Section III presents

the motivation, the resource assignment model and

algorithm. In Section IV results are discussed, while

in Section V some conclusions are drawn.

II. INTERFACES FOR RESOURCE DESIGN

A set of Interface Types for resource design patterns

has been proposed in [6]. These Interface Types allow

the server side to compose/organize resources, and the

client side to discover and determine how to consume

such resources, which can be of Collection type.

A. Collections

A Collection is a resource representing one or more

related resources. Collections allow resources to be

organized for discovery, and for various forms of bulk

interaction according to the Interface Type used. A

Collection Interface Type defines the associated con-

tent format, data types, URI templates, REST meth-

ods, parameters and responses. The Interface Types

discussed in [6] include: Link List, Batch, Linked

Batch, Hypermedia Collection and Binding.

B. The Linked Batch Interface

One of the Interface Types defined in [6] is the

Linked Batch. This interface, specified by link param-

eter if=”core.lb”, allows the content of a Collection to

change dynamically according to the control of a Web

client. A request with a POST method and a CoRE

Link Format content appends links to the Collection, a

request with a PUT method allows the Collection to be

updated, and DELETE removes the entire Collection.

Assuming that the following Collection needs to be

created/filled to be used as a resource,

</list/>;rt="1stfloor";if="core.lb"
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the following POST would add two resources to Collec-

tion ”</list/>”, while the GET obtains a single SenML

data object including both resource values.

REQ: POST /list/
ct=40,

</s/light>,</s/temp>

RES: 2.04 Changed

REQ: GET /list/

RES: 2.05 Content
ct=40,

{"e":[
{ "n": "/s/light", "v": 123, "u": "lx" },
{ "n": "/s/temp", "v": 27.2, "u": "degC" }]
}

The possibility of building/updating Collections dy-

namically, through interfaces, allows intelligent deci-

sions to be done regarding the design of Collection re-

sources and allows easy integration of such Collection

resources into the network. Here in this article this is

done with the objective of saving energy.

III. APPLYING COLLECTIONS AND LINK BATCH

INTERFACE TO THE ENERGY SAVING PROBLEM

When using CoAP/Observe, a client may observe a

resource through multiple client-to-server registration

steps because proxies can be introduced for scalability

purposes. This means that the registration steps from

multiple observations, can be carefully planned so that

notifications are aggregated at intermediate proxies,

as proposed in [7], [8]. This leads to energy saving and

better bandwidth utilization, increasing the network

lifetime and reducing delay. Here we optimize regis-

tration steps, as in [7], [8]. However, we apply CoRE

Interfaces and Collections to build the aggregates (in

our case Collections). The advantages are:

• Less control messages are used to set up/change

registrations since Collections become available as

resources, which can be observed. In [7], [8], regis-

tration is done individually for each subject inside

an aggregate. Thus, the set up/change of registra-

tions requires multiple individual messages (per

subject) to be sent, increasing energy consump-

tion. The use of less control messages allows re-

optimization procedures to be more frequent.

• The Linked Batch Interface is used for Collection

creation/update, enabling the dynamic control by

an entity where the optimization of registration

steps, using Collections, would be done. This al-

lows optimization decisions to be more easily in-

tegrated into the network.

As far as known no other work on CoAP/Observe

registration planning exists, besides [7], [8].

A. Resource Design Model

1) Definitions: Let us assume a constrained network

with a set of nodes and wireless links denoted by N
and L. A resource hosted by node n ∈ N can be:

• a resource element per se, locally produced or in

cache as a consequence of n being an observer;

• a locally created/produced Collection of resource

elements built for the purpose of reducing energy

consumption.

Furthermore, such resource elements can be atomic or

aggregate resource elements (e.g. a resource element

in cache, or included in a Collection, can be the out-

come of an observation made to another Collection).
Definition 1 (Resource Producer): A node n ∈ N is

a resource producer if it has locally created/produced

resources. The set R(n) includes all the resources

produced at n ∈ N , and r is an element of such set.
Definition 2 (Resource Element Type): A resource r ∈

R(n) at node n ∈ N can be of Atomic or Aggregate type,

T (r) = {t : t ∈ {Atomic,Aggregate}}, and aggregate

resources include more than one Atomic or Aggregate

element. That is, T (ei) = {t : t ∈ {Atomic,Aggregate}},
∀ei ∈ r. Resource elements have a weight factor, W (r),
that is related with the size of their notifications. More

specifically, this will be W (r) = δ + data(r), where δ is

a constant notification envelop factor (same in all no-

tifications) and data(r) is a varying data content factor

(grows with number of data values in notification).
Definition 3 (Resource Consumer): A resource con-

sumer is any node n ∈ N that has a set of sensor

resource interests, denoted by I(n). A resource interest

i ∈ I(n) is assumed to be of Atomic type.
Definition 4 (Observation): A node n ∈ N is respon-

sible for a set of observations on resources, denoted

by O(n). An observation o ∈ O(n) regards to a re-

source included in ∪n∈NR(n) and has a source node

src(o) ∈ N associated with it. Node n may be the

resource consumer, wishing to meet interests in I(n),
or an intermediate/proxy node. The node src(o) may be

the producer of the resource or a proxy node.
2) The Model: Let us assumed that RU is a uni-

verse set including all feasible resource assignment

solutions. That is, RU = {R1,R2, ...,R|RU |} and Ri =
(Ri(n1),Ri(n2), ...,Ri(|N |)), ∀i ∈ {1, ..., |RU |}. Thus,

each element in RU is a feasible resource assignment

containing the resources produced by each node. This

means that feasible solutions may include locally pro-

duced Atomic resources and Collections created for

energy saving purposes.
Let us assume also that OU is a universe set in-

cluding all feasible observation assignments in the

network. That is, OU = {O1,O2, ...,O|OU |} and Oj =
(Oj(n1),Oj(n2), ...,Oj(|N |)), ∀j ∈ {1, ..., |OU |}.
Based on the previous information, the following

cost function f : RU ×OU → ℜ+ is introduced:

f(Ri,Oj) =
∑

n∈N

∑

r∈Ri(n)

CF (r,Oj) (1)

where

CF (r,Oj) =
∑

nk∈N

∑

o∈Oj(nk):r=o

OWD(src(o), nk)×

×
∑

ei∈r

W (ei) (2)
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The OWD(ni, nj) value is the one-way delay from
ni to nj and W (ei) is the weight factor of resource
element ei. That is, the CF (r,Oj) accounts for the cost
associated with all observations on resource r in the
network. Then the best resource design (allocation of
resources to producers and set of observations operat-
ing on the network) is given by:

(Ri,Oj)
∗ = argminRi∈RU ,Oj∈OU {f(Ri,Oj)} (3)

Each Oj ∈ OU must verify the following condition:

∀n ∈ N , I(n) ⊂ ∪o∈Oj(n)X (o), where X (o) = {ei|ei ∈ o}.
This means that observations being performed on the

network must match the interests of client nodes.

Note that a node can be client for a set of resources

and server for another set of resources, meaning that

multiple scenarios (e.g. M2M) are being considered.
3) Properties: The previous collection assignment

model has the following properties.
Property 1 (Local Optimal Observation): Given a

feasible resource assignment Ri ∈ RU , if ∃O∗
j ∈ OU :

f(Ri,O
∗
j ) ≤ f(Ri,Ok), ∀Ok ∈ OU ,Ok 6= O∗

j then O∗
j is a

local optimal observation for the resource assignment

Ri ∈ RU .
Property 2 (Optimal Observation): Given a local opti-

mal observation O∗
j for a feasible resource assignment

Ri ∈ RU , if f(Ri,O
∗
j ) ≤ f(Rk,Ol), ∀Rk ∈ RU ,Rk 6=

Ri, ∀Ol ∈ OU ,Ol 6= O∗
j , then O∗

j is an optimal observa-

tion.

B. Algorithm

The following algorithm is proposed to implement

and validate the resource design model previously

discussed. This includes the following steps.
1) Step 1: Define an initial resource assignment,

R = (R(n1),R(n2), ...,R(|N |)), including Atomic re-

sources (already available at producer nodes) only.
2) Step 2: Create list of possible Collections. A Col-

lection may include Atomic resources or other Collec-

tion resources. This is done as follows.
C = ∅ /* list of collections */;1

max resource size = 1;2

repeat3

for each (ni, nj), ∀ni, nj ∈ N do4

/* available resources include atomic resources and5

possible collections at list */;
R′(ni) = R(ni) ∪ {r ∈ C : host(r) = ni};6

R′(nj) = R(nj) ∪ {r ∈ C : host(r) = nj};7

for each (ri ∈ R′(ni), rj ∈ R′(nj))) such that8

∃nk ∈ N : {ri ∪ rj} ⊂ I(nk) ∧ (size(ri) ≥
max resource size||(size(rj) ≥
max resource size) do

if OWD(ni, nj)× [δ + data(ri)] +OWD(nj , nk)×9

[δ + data(ri) + data(rj)] < OWD(ni, nk)× [δ +
data(ri)] +OWD(nj , nk)× [δ + data(rj)] then

/* define new collection resource and node10

hosting it */;
resource = {ri, rj};11

host = nj ;12

/* add to list if collections */;13

C ← c = {resource, host};14

end15

end16

end17

max resource size = max resource size+ 1;18

until C does not change ;19

3) Step 3: Gradually insert Collections from list

into resource assignment and see if best feasible ob-

servation assignment reduces energy consumption. If

so, Collections are kept as resources, otherwise are

removed. This is done as follows:
cost = FeasibleObsAssignment(R);1

for c ∈ C do2

/* collection inserted as virtual node; it is a consumer3

(interests same as collection content) and a producer (of
aggregate resource). */;
N = N ∪ {c};4

L = L ∪ {l = (c, n) : n = dst(l′) ∧ host(c) = src(l′), l′ ∈ L};5

L = L ∪ {l = (n, c) : n = src(l′) ∧ host(c) = dst(l′), l′ ∈ L};6

I(c) = {e ∈ r : r = resource(c)};7

R(c) = resource(c);8

/* find best feasible observation assignment */;9

cost′ = FeasibleObsAssignment(R);10

if cost′ < cost then11

R(host(c)) = R(host(c)) ∪ resource(c) ;12

cost = cost′;13

end14

/* remove virtual node and related links */;15

N = N\{c};16

L = L\{l = (c, n) : n = dst(l′) ∧ host(c) = src(l′), l′ ∈ L};17

L = L\{l = (n, c) : n = src(l′) ∧ host(c) = dst(l′), l′ ∈ L};18

end19

The FeasibleObsAssignment(R) function finds the best

feasible observation assignment that matches the in-

terests of nodes (non virtual and virtual), having as

goal the minimization of energy consumption (Prop-

erty 1). That is, find O∗
j so that f(Ri,O

∗
j ) is minimized

considering a specific Ri. This is solved by the follow-

ing integer linear problem:

Min
∑

l∈L

∑

r∈∪n∈NR(n)

αl,r × [δ + data(r)] (4)

∑

nj∈N

∑

{r∈R(nj):i∈r}

∑

{l∈L:src(l)=nj}

λni,i

l,r = 1, ∀ni ∈ N ,

, ∀i ∈ I(ni) (5)

∑

nj∈N

∑

{r∈R(nj):i∈r}

∑

{l∈L:src(l)=nk}

λni,i

l,r −

−
∑

nj∈N

∑

{r∈R(nj):i∈r}

∑

{l∈L:dst(l)=nk}

λni,i

l,r = 0,

, ∀ni ∈ N , ∀i ∈ I(ni),

, ∀nk /∈ {n ∈ N : i ∈ r, ∃r ∈ R(n)} ∧ nk 6= ni (6)

∑

nj∈N

∑

{r∈R(nj):i∈r}

∑

{l∈L:dst(l)=ni}

λni,i

l,r = 1, ∀ni ∈ N ,

, ∀i ∈ I(ni) (7)

αl,r ≥
1

|N | × | ∪n∈N I(n)|

∑

ni∈N

∑

i∈I(ni)

λni,i

l,r , ∀l ∈ L,

, ∀r ∈ ∪n∈NR(n) (8)

where λ
ni,i
l,r and αl,r are binary variables. The first

indicates if the interest i ∈ I(ni) of consumer ni ∈ N
is met through resource r ∈ ∪n∈N , and such resource

flows through link l ∈ L, while the second indicates
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Fig. 1. Network topology under test.

Fig. 2. Energy consumption.

if resource r flows through l due to at least an ob-

servation request. Note that this ensures flowing of

resources into Collections and Consumers according to

their interests. CPLEX1 is used to solve this problem.

IV. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

The tested network is shown in Figure 1, has 25

nodes and was randomly generated using the algo-

rithm in [9]. Each node n ∈ N produces a single unique

Atomic resource, a quarter of the nodes are randomly

selected to become consumers, the average number of

subject interests per node is four and are randomly

selected. It is assumed that nodes use 52.2mW when

transmitting/receiving, values for Z1 motes taken from

[10]. Thus, the per byte time energy consumption is

ETR = 167.04 × 10−8J. Regarding the δ and data(r)
these are 50% of the average notification/registration

message size, which is assumed to be of 50 bytes.

Figure 2 shows the energy consumed with the reg-

istration phase and transmission of a single notifica-

tion to all nodes with interests (consumers). Figure 3

shows the number of registration messages required

for observation set up using. Plots include the [7], [8]

approach for comparison2

It is possible to observe that the proposed approach

is able to reduce energy consumption since less con-

trol/registration messages, when compared with [7],

[8], are used. Thus, observation set up and any future

1IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimizer.
2Both approaches perform aggregation so notification msgs are

assumed to be similar, while registration msgs is what differentiates
them. Thus, the registration steps returned by our algorithm are
used to calculate the energy consumption of both. For [7], [8] there
will be a msg per subject, while for the approach proposed here there
will be a msg per Atomic/Collection resource.

Fig. 3. Control/Registration messages for observation set up.

changes, regarding Collection content and placement,

can be done with a lower impact on energy consump-

tion and, therefore, the network can be kept optimized

if frequent updates are required.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this article CoRE Interfaces are applied to the

energy saving problem in constrained networks. A

resource design model is built and an algorithm is de-

veloped for resource design. This approach is effective

in reducing energy consumption, as less control and

notification messages will exist to meet client resource

observation needs. The use of CoRE interfaces allows

resources to be dynamically changed/created.
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